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SITE DESIGN BRIEF

INTRODUCTION
1.1

This Site Design Brief has been prepared
on behalf of T A Fisher. It sets out the
parameters for development of “The
Site” (MOR006) in accordance with the
Mortimer Neighbourhood Development
Plan (NDP) Policy SDB1. and other relevant
policies of the NDP. A table of compliance
with the Adopted NDP is provided at the
end of this document.

1.2

Policy SDB1 requires a detailed design
brief to be prepared by the developer
and subject to discussion with the
Parish Council and community prior to
submission of a planning application.

1.3

In March 2017, a Site Design Brief was
submitted to the Stratfield Mortimer Parish
Council for consideration. On 26 April
2017, T A Fisher held a public consultation
event in the Mortimer Village Hall on
West End Road. The event was open to
the public and enabled residents to view
the Site Design Brief and comment on the
proposals.

1.4

A copy of the exhibition boards were
attached to Revision A at Appendix 1.
Residents were given the opportunity
to complete feedback forms, and four
responses were provided. The comments
received, and responses to them, were at
Appendix 2, of Revision A.
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1.5

1.6

1.7

On 1 June 2017, a meeting between the
Mortimer NDP Group and T A Fisher
was held to discuss feedback on the
Site Design Brief. A copy of the NDP
groups analysis and a copy of T A Fishers’
response was contained within Revision A
at Appendix 3.
The Site Design Brief was updated
following the consultation events to
respond to the feedback received.
Following submission of the Revision
A SDB on 28 June 2017, a report was
prepared by the NDP group and presented
to the Parish Council meeting on 13 July.
Revision B to the SDB was then made in
response to the further comments of the
NDP group and submitted in August 2017.
At the end of August 2017, further
comments were received from the NDP
Group in relation to Lifetime Homes and
Drainage Capacity. This version C of the
SDB has been prepared to address these
concerns. This latest version therefore
supersedes all previous versions.

The Allocation
1.8

The Site is located to the rear of St. John’s
Infant School and well related to the
village centre. The Site was regarded as
suitable for development within West
Berkshire Council’s Housing Assessment
2013. It was identified by West Berkshire
Council as having potential for 100 houses
in the draft Housing Site Allocations DPD.
Subsequently, the site was identified by
the community as the preferred site for 110
units, an Infant School and a GP Surgery in
Mortimer through the NDP. The Stratfield
Mortimer Neighbourhood Plan received a
“Yes” vote at referendum held on 22 June
2017 and has subsequently been adopted
by West Berkshire Council. The NDP now
forms part of the Development Plan for
West Berkshire.

1.9

These proposals present an opportunity
to create a distinctive neighbourhood,
to open up the site for public access
and community use and deliver 110 new
homes, including 40% affordable housing.
This will assist in meeting the local
housing needs as well as delivering socialeconomic benefits.

1.10

The development will be designed at an
appropriate density and scale, in a highquality environment. The proposals will
promote sustainable measures of transport
and encourage walking and cycling.

1.11

There will be some loss of open
countryside through development on The
Site, and development would have some
adverse effects upon the rural landscape
setting to the settlement as perceived
within views from the south (looking
north). These adverse impacts were
considered through the NDP consultation
process, examination and subsequently
through a landscape capacity assessment.

1.12

The Parish Council considered a report
from the NDP group in February 2017, and
it was agreed that the need for housing,
the school and the surgery, and the desire
to accommodate all this development
on one site central to the village would
outweigh any adverse impacts of
development.

1.13

Notwithstanding this, in order to mitigate
these effects, it is recommended that the
steeper south / south-east facing slopes
within the site should be planted with
native woodland with more open areas
positioned on the lower slopes abutting
the watercourse. The development should
also be of a similar scale and form to that
of the existing settlement with trees also
forming part of the streetscape as well as
public and private open spaces.
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SITE ASSESSMENT

To the north of the site, The Street is
characterised by post war suburban
development fronting onto Mortimer Fairground.
St John’s Church is a key landmark at the junction
of The Street and West End Road

3.

The Avenue to the East is a loop of low density
semi-rural houses with varied materials and
architectural treatment.
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MOR006 SITE ANALYSIS PLAN NOT TO SCALE
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School
Dentist
Pharmacy
Retail
Public House
Place of Worship
Post Office
Bank
Restaurant
Fire Station
Recreation Ground
Residential Edge
Outlook from neighbouring properties
Proposed Access
Existing Public Right of Way
Watercourse
Existing Public Sewer
Arable Land
Rough Grassland
Hedge/Tree Group
Tree
Tree Root Protection Area
		
Agricultural Land
10m Contour
Land slopes significantly in this direction
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An assessment of the site and its proximity
to services and facilities in Mortimer is
provided on the Analysis Plan on Page 4.
Our vision for the site is on Page 5.
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To the west of the site the area is dominated by
Victorian and Edwardian semi-detached homes
and villas along St Johns Road reflecting the
historic core of the village.
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1.14

1.

KING

 Public footpath along eastern site boundary
 Access to The Street through the “Tower House and
Fairwinds” site to the north
 Mature trees and hedgerows along the site
boundaries
 Public sewer crossing the site with easement
 Sloping site with land falling away steeply to the
south
 The site is surrounded by existing housing on three
sides:

STREE

T
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MOR006 SITE ANALYSIS PLAN NOT TO SCALE
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BUILDING FOR LIFE (BFL)
1.15

Building for Life 12 is the industry
standard for the design of new housing
develpments. The BFL guide was
produced by CABE and the latest edition
published in January 2015. The “Built for
Life” criteria represent a Q&A checklist
for quality and placemaking and aims to
ensure developments have been designed
intelligently to create an attractive place
which functions well and is safe.

1.16

The 12 urban design criteria promoted by
the Building for Life checklist are shown
on the following page. CABE suggest that
develpments strive to meet at least 9 of
the 12 criteria.


A sustainable and well-connected development which will deliver 110 new
homes and associated infrastructure to meet local needs.
A development which delivers a mix of open market and affordable housing,
with a variety of dwelling types and sizes including bungalows, apartments,
starter homes and family housing, which each have sufficient parking to
match demand.
A development which benefits the local community through the provision
of land for a new Infant School and GP Surgery, together with a significant
provision of over 3ha of public open space.
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1.17

The 12 BFL principles have been considered
carefully in the concept stages of the
development proposal for this site. The 12
BFL principles have informed the proposed
site layout and are integrated into the
structure of this Site Design Brief. The 12
Building for Life Principles are considered
comprehensively through the Design
and Access Statement (DAS). The DAS
will include icons throughout to indicate
which BFL principle a particular aspect of
the proposal relates to. An example of
the icon is shown adjacent. Text will be
included within the icon to indicate how
the BFL principle has been addressed.

1.18

The final section of DAS includes a Building
for Life checklist and an assessment of the
proposal against each of the 12 BFL principles.
An example is provided in the table below.
The green dot indicates that the criteria has
been considered and met by the proposal.
Text will be included within the final section
of the DAS to explain how the proposal meets
each principle.
Assessment Criteria
3 Public transport
Does the scheme have good access to public transport to help reduce car dependency?
3a What can the development do to encourage more people (both existing and new residents) to
use public transport more often?
3b Where should new public transport stops be located?

n/a

4 Meeting local housing requirements
Does the development have a mix of housing types and tenures that suit local requirements?
4a What types of homes, tenure and price range are needed in the area (for example, starter
homes, family homes or homes for those downsizing)?
4b Is there a need for different types of home ownership (such as part buy and part rent) or rented
properties to help people on lower incomes?

1

Connections to the local
movement network have been
considered from the outset.

Example of Building For Life icon
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DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES
3 PUBLIC TRANSPORT
4 MEETING
LOCAL HOUSING
REQUIREMENTS

2 FACILITIES AND
SERVICES

INTO D
G
N
I
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1 CONNECTIONS

5 CHARACTER

Positively responding to the features of the site

A strong accessible green framework

The site has a strong existing landscape
framework formed by the existing
trees and hedgerows around the site
boundary. This will be retained and
enhanced. The village surrounds the
site allowing it to be integrated into
the neighbouring area with a public
footpath running along the eastern
boundary.

Pedestrian links will be created
throughout the development which link
into to the existing footpath, and a new
pedestrian cycle link will be created
linking to the village centre, opening up
the site and new areas of accessible
open space.
A soft landscaped edge will be created
to tie the development into the
landscape.

The southern part of the site slopes
steeply which will be retained as a
green arc of open space.
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11 PUBLIC &
PRIVATE SPACES

6 WORKING WITH
THE SITE AND ITS
CONTEXT

A PLA

The development has been designed to be
visually attractive and integrate well into
the surrounding area. Consideration has
been given to creating a sense of place,
and careful thought has been given to how
spaces and building function, how they
are designed and how legible they will be.
Consideration has been given to the use of
the street and home environment, to the
location of parking spaces for residents and
visitors and to defining public and private
spaces. In this regard, the proposal has
been designed to meet the Building for Life
12 principles and so is considered to accord
with Policy GD1 of the NDP.

CREA
TING

1.19

7 CREATING WELL
DEFINED STREETS
AND SPACES

8 EASY TO FIND
YOUR WAY AROUND

10 CAR PARKING

3. GREEN FRAMEWORK

1. SITE FEATURES

Integrating New Homes and Facilities into Mortimer

Creating Character

The site will be accessed from The
Street with development focussed in
the north of the site.
A new site for the school and doctors
surgery will be the heart of the new
development with strong connections
to the village centre.
Spaces for informal recreation on the
doorstep of the new homes will be
provided throughout the development.

The arrangement of buildings and spaces
will aim to create a well-connected and
safe neighbourhood. Landmark buildings
at key points will act as way-markers to
promote permeability and create a sense
of place.
Views will be created from the
development across the new southern
open space, connecting the development
to the wider landscape.

9 STREETS FOR ALL
N

N

4. SENSE OF PLACE

2. LAND USE AND ACCESS
KEY
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EXISTING TREES

PROPOSED ACCESS

NEW SCHOOL SITE

NEW SHARED PARKING /
DROPOFF FACILITY

DOORSTEP PLAY SPACE

PEDESTRIAN / CYCLE LINK

VIEWS TO OPEN SPACE

PUBLIC FOOTPATH

NEW HOMES

NEW SURGERY SITE

OPEN SPACE

PROPOSED LANDSCAPE
BUFFER PLANTING

PLAY / FITNESS TRAIL

LANDMARK BUILDINGS
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THE CONCEPT

USE AND AMOUNT
1.20 The application will be made in outline and
will seek planning permission for a mixeduse development incorporating:
1.
2.

GATEWAY

URBAN

3.

HUB

4.

RURAL
1.21

Approximately 4.3ha of residential land
designed to accommodate 110 new
homes.
1 ha of land set aside for the provision
of a three form entry (3FE) infant
school and a new doctor’s surgery
with shared drop-off / parking facility.
3ha of accessible open space
incorporating a leisure trail, landscape
features and drainage attenuation.
A 20m landscape buffer comprising a
mix of woodland and shrub planting.

and Fitness Trail

In accordance with Policy RS2 of the
NDP the development area is located
within the revised Mortimer Settlement
Boundary (MSB). The proposed open
space and drainage area is positioned to
the south of the site, outside the MSB but
in accordance with the allocation of this
site through the NDP.

N
N
MOR006 CONCEPT PLAN NOT TO SCALE
MOR006 DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK PLAN NOT TO SCALE
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CREATING CHARACTER

KEY
Site Boundary
The Gateway

The Gateway


Village Lanes


Woodland Views
School and Surgery
Land



Marker buildings create a sense of
arrival
Medium density development
reflecting the character of the Avenue
Typically detached and semidetached homes

The Green
Landmark Buildings

Village Lanes




Higher density development linking to
the village core
Focal space to provide social hub with
the proposed facilities
Apartment blocks, terraces and semidetached homes

Woodland Views



N

Sinuous lower density development
utilising the topography of the site
Typically detached or semi-detached
homes
Set within woodland with views to the
open space and wider countryside

HOUSING MIX AND TENURE
1.22

1.23 This mix has been designed to reflect NDP
policy and local housing need and will
include a mix of bungalows, apartments
and houses to provide for all age ranges
and household sizes.

Affordable Homes
1.24
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Affordable housing will be provided within
the scheme at a proportion of 40% i.e. 44
units based upon a 110 unit development.
The affordable housing will be provided on
site in the form of both affordable rented
accommodation and shared ownership
dwellings.

1.25 All affordable homes will be designed to
be indistinguishable from open market
housing in external appearance and
specification of materials.
1.26 Affordable Housing will be located in the
western portion of the site, close to the
village centre and the school and surgery
site.

Family Homes
1.27

MOR006 CHARACTER AREAS PLAN NOT TO SCALE

In accordance with Policies HD1, HD2 and
HD3 of the NDP, the proposal will include
a wide variety of units, varying in dwelling
types, size and tenure from 1 to 5 bedroom
homes to meet local housing needs.

Approximately 45% of the development
is made up of family housing in detached
and semi-detached units of 3, 4 and 5

bedrooms. These units have private
gardens and allocated parking spaces on
driveways, and may have a carport or a
garage.

Apartments
1.28 The layout incorporates 28 apartments
comprising both one and two bedroom
homes. The apartments are located in
blocks of 2-2.5 storeys and typically with 4
- 6 apartments in each block. Apartments
have parking courts with allocated spaces
for residents including some visitor spaces.
1.29 Apartments will have communal amenity
space and are located in the northern part
of the site close to the village centre.

Starter Homes
1.30 In accordance with Policies HD3 and SDB3
of the NDP a significant proportion of 1 and
2 bedroom homes are proposed, Whilst
these homes will be suitable for first-time
buyers, smaller units will also be appealing
to those wishing to downsize but remain in
the village.

Bungalows
1.31

Bungalows will be provided to meet local
need as identified through the NDP.

1.32 Fourteen bungalows are to be provided,
and the adjacent plan indicates the
intended distribution of bungalows across
the development.

KEY
2 BED BUNGALOW
3 BED BUNGALOW
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Lifetime Homes (LTH)
Indicative mix

1.35 The LTH Standards are shown on the
diagram overleaf.

1.33 The indicative housing mix and tenure
is set out in the table below:

1.36 There are 16 design standards to achieve
a LTH. Some of these standards are
duplicated through Part M of the Building
Regulations, others are separate and in
addition to the Building Regulations.

1.34 This mix is broadly consistent with
the indicative mix identified at Policy
SDB3 of the Mortimer NDP.
UNIT TYPES

AFFORDABLE
HOUSING

OPEN MARKET
HOUSING

1 bed flat

6

4

2 bed flat

10

8

2 bed
bungalow

0

2

2 bed house

14

8

3 bed
bungalow

2

10

3 bed house

10

9

4 bed house

2

21

5 bed house

0

4

TOTAL

44

66

1.37

BUNGALOW

1.38 T A Fisher indend to make an outline
application where only the principle of
development, means of access to the site
and the layout of the development will
be for consideration. Matters relating
to the scale, design and appearance
and landscaping will be reserved for
consideration at a later date.
1.39 The layout of this development has been
designed to accord with the first three
Lifetime Homes Standards relating to
the exterior of a dwelling. This means
that parking spaces have been located
close to the front entrance of dwellings,
are sufficient in width to be adapted to
provide for wheelchair access and are
level or gently sloping.

SEMI-DETACHED AND TERRACED
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FLATS

Policy GD5 of the NDP requires the
provision of LTH dwellings within the
development. The Adopted Core Strategy
requires developments to “include the
provision of Lifetime Homes”.

1.40 In addition, the fourth LTH standard can
be met with external lighting to each
dwelling, and a covered and level entrance
threshold.
1.41

Although scale and appearance of the
development will be a Reserved Matter,
consideration has been given to the size
of dwellings at outline stage to ensure
that each unit will be of a sufficient size to
enable adaptation of the internal space in
the future as and when required to meet
the LTH Standards.

1.42

At detailed design stage consideration
will be given to the placement of rooms
within the dwelling and to ensure that, for
example, in two storey dwellings, a ground
floor reception room could be converted
to a bedroom. In addition, all family
homes will be of a sufficient size to allow
for future installation of a lift or stairlift. All
dwellings will also have a WC facility at
ground floor level.

1.44

Through these measures, best endeavours
will be made to provide lifetime homes
within the development in accordance
with the requirement of Policy GD5 of the
NDP.

1.43 Integral to the layout of each building
will be a bedroom which shares a wall
with a bathroom. This will allow for the
installation of a hoist if necesary in the
future. The bathroom can be laid out to
enable side access to the bath and WC.

DETACHED
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LAYOUT
1.45 The layout plan is based on the development framework
and principles set out within this SDB and provides an
indication of the grain and scale of the proposed new
homes, location of the school and surgery site and open
space provision.
1.46 The southern edge of the development has been
designed to comply with Policy RS4 to form a soft rural
edge, with a substantial area of native woodland planting.
1.47

In accordance with Policy GD2 of the NDP, the layout has
been designed to provide a high quality development.

1.48 The layout of the development incorporates informal
courtyards and shared spaces, and avoids uniform house
types and plot sizes. Dwellings are proposed to be
positioned in a plot proportionate to the size and location
of the house, and ensure sufficient amenity space for
future residents. The layout has given consideration to
the storage and collection of waste and recycling and
sufficient space is provided for each dwelling. The layout
has also been “tracked” for refuse vehicles. In this way,
the proposal is considered to accord with Policy GD5 of
the NDP.
1.49 The “Principles for Creating a Sense of Place” within the
following section of this Site Design Brief set out the key
design principles to ensure a high quality place and also
achieve design objectives of the BFL criteria.
1.50 The design has also been prepared in accordance with
Policies CS13 and CS14 and the principles of the West
Berkshire Quality and Design SPD.

TYPICAL LIFETIME HOMES LAYOUT
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N

MOR006 ILLUSTRATIVE LAYOUT PLAN NOT TO SCALE
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PRINCIPLES FOR CREATING A SENSE OF PLACE
1. T
 he layout and design should respect the character of the site and
respond sensitively to its context

2. C
 onnections and permeability will be integrated throughout the
layout








The layout should create a sense of place, complement the site’s inherent qualities and
enhance the existing landscape and built heritage.
Character can be achieved through introducing unique residential groupings for each
character area. Groupings will be discernible either as ‘clusters’ of buildings around a
shared space, or configurations that address and define a particular space to their front.
Dwellings are to be configured in these identifiable residential groupings that define
spaces of a certain character and function.



Pedestrian and cycle routes
should be interconnected.
Where vehicular routes
reach a terminating space,
pedestrian routes must
continue beyond that space
and connect to the nearest
public route or space.

3. Continuity and enclosure

4. Routes and spaces will be addressed by active frontage








All frontages along streets and spaces should be designed to create clear
definition through building form, linkage and positioning.
Buildings that relate to a common building line reinforce and define the street.
Public and private space should be clearly distinguished. Private spaces at the
back of buildings should be enclosed for better privacy and security.
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Routes and spaces should be overlooked by windows at ground and/or
first floor levels.
Blank elevations largely devoid of windows should be avoided.
Public open spaces should be fronted by dwellings.

5. Corners will be positively resolved and enclosure will be achieved

6. Privacy will be maintained








All buildings located on identifiable corners (where two routes, two spaces, or a
route and a space meet) should positively address both directions.
Building form should respond to defined corner locations through building
massing being located on that corner.
L-shaped buildings/corner turning units should address defined corners.



Direct views from dwellings into dwellings will be avoided, either by
separation or detailed design.
Appropriate design measures in higher density areas include use
of opaque glazing or louvres, the angling or positioning of windows
to avoid direct sight lines, and the use of full height screening to
courtyards or terraces.

7. Car parking will have minimal visual impact

8. Focal Points will be established









A variety of parking solutions must be utilised.
Adequate parking provision must be made to avoid parking on kerbs and
open spaces.
All private parking spaces must be located within easy access of the
dwellings they serve.
Parking should be overlooked by dwellings.





Vistas should either end in a defined public open space or be
terminated by a ‘visual stop.’
Key buildings will define key corners and frame key views.
A ‘visual stop’ may be a carefully positioned marker or key building or a
prominent landscape feature.
Vistas should not terminate in a view of a private driveway or garage
door.
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APPEARANCE
9. Create Order and Harmony without Uniformity

10. Responding to Topography










Character areas will be integrated into the design to create
distinctiveness.
Handed and framed dwellings create a rich variety in street
scene but with unity.

Design to respond to the changes in topography;
Building form to reflect changes in levels;
Consistent stepping;
Use innovative solutions to avoid significant retaining walls.

11. Transition in Scale

12. Aspect and Orientation








A gradual change - from higher density terraces and apartment
buildings to low density large detached plots appropriate to
location and character.
The transition in the solid to void ratio should reflect the
change in scale.
Sudden changes in scale and massing should be avoided.
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Layout should be optimised by providing south facing houses
as much as possible;
Site features and views will be maximised.

1.51

The development will respond to the
best examples of local vernacular and
distinctiveness that can be found within
the area around Mortimer. This includes
taking reference from good design
examples within the vicinity of the site,
including The Street, The Avenue and
Victoria Road. The proposals will respond
to the Mortimer Village Design Statement
which provides a detailed local context
for the consideration of development
proposals within Mortimer.

1.52 The development will avoid pastiche
and embrace modern interpretations of
the local character and respecting the
rural vision of Mortimer using established
materials, textures and colours. The
detailed design will demonstrate that
Local Character is a strong design theme
throughout.

Mortimer Material Palette

RED AND BLUE BRICK

RENDER / PAINTED BRICK

RED / ORANGE BRICK

TILE HANGING

TILE ROOF

SLATE ROOF

BAY WINDOW

PORCH AND BAY WINDOW

PORCH

CHIMNEYS

BRICK DETAILS

BRICK DETAILS

1.53 In this way, the proposed development
will meet the requirements of 21st Century
lifestyles whilst remaining sympathetic to
the character of the village. The proposal
respects local vernacular and so accords
with Policy GD5 of the NDP.
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DENSITY AND SCALE

Developments by T A FIsher

KEY

Density
1.57

1.54 T A Fisher is a privately-owned local house
builder with over a century’s tradition and
a first-class reputation. The business is
family run, having established a reputation
for delivering high quality new homes that
are sympathetic to their surroundings.

MANOR COTTAGES, BINFIELD HEATH, HENLEY-ON-THAMES

In accordance with Policies HD4 and
SDB3, the density of the development will
vary across the site to create character
and reflect the features of the site and
relationship with existing residential
development.

Highest Density
Up to 50 dph
Medium Density
Up to 40 dph
Low Density
Up to 30 dph
Lowest Density
Up to 20 dph

1.58 The average net density across the site is
26 dph reflecting the semi-rural nature of
Mortimer.

1.55 The company is highly regarded and
undertakes a responsible approach to the
environment.
1.56 T A Fisher’s philosophy is:
‘build to a standard, not to a price’.

Site Boundary

CHAPMANS CLOSE

CHAPMANS CLOSE

MANOR COTTAGES, BINFIELD HEATH, HENLEY-ON-THAMES

BUTLERS YARD, PEPPARD COMMON

1.59 The NDP encourages a flexible approach
to densities and suggests that new
development goes with the grain of
development of the area and avoids a
harsh transition between agricultural land
and the outer edge of new development.
The required Housing Mix as set out at
Policies HD2 and SDB3 of the NDP require
a high proportion of small units. Such units
naturally lend themselves to being located
close to the village centre to respect the
character of Mortimer. The larger homes,
typically the 3, 4 and 5 bedroom detached
units, naturally lend themselves to being
positioned at the edges of the site to soften
the transition between the development
and the countryside beyond. As a result,
the average net density across the site is
26dph is 26dph reflecting the semi-rural
character of Mortimer.

Lowest Density
Up to 20 dph

N

INDICATIVE DENSITY DISTRIBUTION PLAN NOT TO SCALE
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ACCESS AND PARKING
1.63 Vehicular access into the site will be from
The Street, via the approved “Tower House
and Fairwinds” access and through the
development site. Access will be via a
new priority junction, as shown on the
plan adjacenet. The access road will be
comprised of a 5.5m carriageway width
and 2m footway, preserving the existing
public right of way.

Scale
1.60 In accordance with Policy HD4 of the NDP,
the density of the development has been
considered and designed as follows:
 Where houses abut existing residential
areas, the density will be similar in
character, scale and grain to that of
existing developments – the higher
density development is focussed around
the proposed school and surgery site
and close to the village centre.
 Lower Density development is focussed
to the south of the development to
ensure a stepped approach so that the
density diminishes as the development
approaches the open countryside,
blending in seamlessly.

1 STOREY

1.64 Visibility splays at the access were agreed
through application 15/02667/FULEXT and
will achieve 50.5m to the left on exit and
52.3m to the right on exit. Through this
previous application, the access design
has been agreed with the Local Highway
Authority. The visibility splays provided
will be in excess of those required for
a 30mph zone, but are considered
appropriate for the speed of the traffic
using the road currently.

1.5 STOREY

In this way, it is considered that the
proposed layout respects the semi-rural
nature of the Parish and has been designed
to give an impression of spaciousness. The
proposal therefore accords with Policy HD4
of the NDP.
1.61

In accordance with Policy GD5 all dwellings
shall be no more than two storeys in height
or 2.5 storeys where roof space is utilised.

1.62 Variety in the streetscene and will be
reflected in the proposed development with
a mix of bungalows, houses and apartments.
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2 STOREY

2 STOREY

Building Height Precedents from Mortimer

2.5 STOREY

APPROVED “TOWER HOUSE AND FAIRWINDS” ACCESS PLAN BY STUART MITCHELL ASSOCIATES, NOT TO SCALE
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Street Hierarchy

KEY

1.65 Streets will be designed as places with a
distinct and clear hierarchy of streets to
create legibility through the development
ensuring places are easy to navigate
through and around. Inclusive design will
be promoted in the design with streets
able to accommodate a range of users,
create visual interest and amenity, and
encourage social interaction.

Site Boundary
Primary Street
Secondary Street
Tertiary Homezone

1.66 Streets will be designed to inhibit speed
through the design of the road layout
and materials with a maximum design
speed of 20mph. Buildouts have been
incorpated on to the main access loop to
reduce traffic speed. The design of streets
is considered to accord with Policy GD2 of
the NDP.

SCHOOL /
SURGERY SITE

Tertiary Shared
Drive
Change in surface
material at junction

Parking
1.68 Careful consideration has been given
to the design of parking within the site.
The design approach has been informed
by best practice, including the guidance
set out in “Manual for Street” (2007) and
(2010) and English Partnerships “Car
Parking, What Works Where” (2006).
1.69 Parking has been designed to comply
with local parking standards, as set out
in Policy P1 Residential Parking for New
Development of the West Berkshire
Council Housing Site Allocations DPD
and Policy GD2 of the NDP. These parking
standards are set in the adjacent table.
1.70 In addition to meeting these minimum
parking standards, unallocated visitor
parking spaces will be provided
throughout the development. The current
layout provides 22 visitor spaces dispursed
throughout the site.

West Berkshire Standards
UNIT
TYPES

MINIMUM CAR
PARKING STANDARDS

MINIMUM CYCLE
PARKING STANDARDS

1.71

A range of Parking Typologies will be used
across the site designed to balance parking
requirements with creating an attractive
and inviting neighbourhood that is not
dominated by cars.

1.72

Parking design and layout should be
provided in line with Manual for Streets.
In particular car parking should be located
close to the main access to the dwellings,
and should be overlooked by habitable
rooms.

1.73

Although the Council does not consider a
garage to provide a parking space, garages
are proposed within the development.
The garages will be large enough to be
useable - internal dimensions of 6m x 3m
with adequate sized doors (2.0m high x
2.3m wide) to enable modern cars and 4
x 4s to enter and set back from the street
frontage. Carports are also proposed
throughout the development.

1 bed
flat
2 bed
flat
2 bed
house
3 bed
house
4 bed
house
5 bed
house

TRAFFIC CALMING

1.67

The use of unnecessary street furniture will
be limited to reduce clutter and reflect the
character of Mortimer.

N

INDICATIVE STREET HIERARCHY PLAN NOT TO SCALE
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Pedestrian and Cycle Connections
1.76

Illustrative Parking Typologies

1.77

ON PLOT ADJACENT

FLAT OVER GARAGE

PARKING COURT

CAR BARN

ON STREET PARKING

1.78

ON PLOT FRONTAGE

ON PLOT WITH GARAGE
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ON STREET VISITOR

ON PLOT FRONTAGE

In accordance with Policy GS2, the
development will be integrated into the
local community through the provision of
pedestrian and cycle routes.
A separate pedestrian and cycle access
will be delivered via an existing track
to provide direct, safe and convenient
access to the village community facilities
to encourage walking, cycling and social
interaction from the development to
the village centre. The existing track is
owned by The Englefield Estate. Existing
properties accessed off the track have
a right of access to use the track - this
right of access will not be affected by the
proposal.

KEY
Site Boundary
Retained Public
Right of Way
Pedestrian / Cycle
link to Village Centre
Pedestrian Routes
Play Trail

Pedestrian Friendly
Streets

The existing Public Right of Way (PRoW)
to the east of the site provides access to
the wider countryside and will be retained
and unaffected by the proposal. The
masterplan proposes new leisure routes
throught he site to improve connectivity
and access to the countryside.

ON PLOT CAR PORT
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LANDSCAPE STRATEGY

Pedestrian Crossing Point
1.79

1.84 The landscape strategy for the site
proposes to retain and enhance the
existing landscape features of the
site formed by the existing trees and
hedgerows around the site boundary.

Following discussion with the Parish Council, it has been
agreed that there is no need for any formal crossing
point for pedestrians within the development. Drivers
will be alerted to the presence of pedestrians by a
change in surface material at key junctions, which could
act as shared spaces.

1.85 The southern part of the site, which
slopes steeply in parts, will be utilised
to provide at least 3 hectares of publicly
accessible landscaped open space. This
area will incorporate a soft landscaped
edge of planting and shall be laid out as
an informal recreation and play space.
In this way, the proposed development
incorporates sufficient open space for
future residents in accordance with Policy
GD5 of the NDP.

Streetlighting
1.80 In accordance with Policy GD4 of the NDP, T A Fisher
do not propose to install street lighting within this
development, unless required by West Berkshire
Council for safety reasons.

Off Site Highway Improvements
1.81

A zebra crossing was installed by West Berkshire
Council in week commencing 24 July 2017. It is located
approximately 20m to the east of the car park entrance
on The Street and provides both a safe place to cross
and acts as a traffic calming feature.

1.86 The provision of a landscape buffer to
the eastern and western boundaries
of the site will preserve the amenity
of existing dwellings. The separation
distance between existing and proposed
development is well in excess of minimum
back to back distances, and as such
maintains privacy whilst still allowing open
vistas across the site and towards the
countryside.

1.82 Whilst the proposed access does not provide the raised
tables indicatively shown on the Access Plan within
the NDP (and clearly marked optional), T A Fisher are
prepared to make a proportionate financial contribution
towards off-site highway improvements to enable the
delivery of raised tables if deemed necessary by the
Highway Authority and if the relevant tests as set out
in Regulation 122 of the Community Infrastructure Levy
2010 is met.
1.83 The provision of a 20mph zone within the village
requires a Traffic Regulation Order and is therefore not
within the remit of any developer to deliver.
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1.87

PROPOSED ZEBRA CROSSING ON THE STREET BY WEST BERKSHIRE COUNCIL , NOT TO SCALE

A 20m deep landscape buffer is proposed
to the southern edge of the residential
developement. This will help soften views
towards the site from the existing right of
way network to the south.

1.88 The detailed landscape design will use
appropriate native trees and hedging.

Open Space and Play Strategy
1.89 Play provision will be integrated into the
whole of the development through the
provision of over 3ha of public open space
with outdoor play trail and leisure route.
Given the proximity of the site to the
existing play area and recreation ground,
it is considered that an on-site equipped
play area is not necessary.
1.90 The on-site play trail will supplement the
existing recreational provision for residents
of Mortimer, and provide an atractive area
to walk with connections to other open
spaces within and around the village.
1.91

Two small LAPs (Local Area of Play) are
provided within the residential area. The
LAPs will be approximately 100sqm each
in area, and will provide areas of informal
doorstop play for young children. A bench
and waste bin will typically be provided
within this area.

1.92 A central aim of the development
proposals will be the creation of publicly
accessible open space with footpaths
linking to the wider countryside and into
the existing network of green spaces
within Mortimer.
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ECOLOGY
1.97

1.93 The retained public footpath and the
proposed pedestrian and cycle routes into
and through the site will form a circular
route though the development, connecting
the proposed open space with Mortimer
Fairground open space to the north of the
site.

1.98 The survey confirms that there are no
habitats of local, national or international
significance which could be affected by
the development proposals.

Hard and Soft Landscaping
1.94 In accordance with Policy GD6 of the
NDP, Boundary treatments will reflect
the character of Mortimer and will be
used to create variety and interest in the
streetscene.

In accordance with Policies GD6, B1,
B2 and B3 of the NDP an ecological
assessment of the site has been
undertaken.

PICKET FENCE

HEDGE BEHIND PICKET FENCE

LOW HEDGE

1.95 Natural boundaries or brick walls will be
proposed where possible in public areas.
Fences will be used to provide security to
private rear gardens between plots. Brick
walls may be used to secure private areas
which have a public frontage.
1.96 A framework for boundary treatment will
be set out within the DAS, in accordance
with Policy SDB4 of the NDP.
BRICK WALL WITH RAILINGS

LOW LEVEL PLANTING

BRICK WALL

1.99 Although the majority of the site does not
provide suitable habitat for herpetofauna,
there are restricted areas (such as the
field margins and in the southern section
of the site) that do provide suitable
habitat. Therefore, it is recommended
that Reasonable Avoidance Measures are
adopted during site clearance within these
more sensitive areas.
1.100 Overall the findings of the Ecological
Assessment indicate that there are no
over-riding ecological constraints to the
site to preclude planning permission
being granted, Appropriately worded
conditions can be imposed to require
proportionate mitigation to secure a
habitat enhancement scheme to achieve
a biodiversity net gain, thereby according
with the principles of Policies B1, B2 and B3
of the NDP.
1.101 T A Fisher are prepared to work with the
NDP Group to agree a suitable Habitat
Enhancement Scheme for the site as part
of the Reserved Matters stage.
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INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT
1.102 In accordance with Policies IS1, IS5 and IS6
of the NDP. infrastructure will be provided to
support the proposed development.
1.103 The outline planning application will be
supported by a number of infrastructure
assessments including a Flood Risk and
Drainage Strategy and a Utilities Assessment:

Drainage
1.104 Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) will
be designed into the site to manage runoff
holistically by mimicking natural drainage
patterns achieving a sustainable drainage
solution by balancing water quality, water
quantity, amenity and biodiversity. The
drainage calculations for the drainage
strategy have been based on the worst case
scenario.
1.105 In accordance with CIRIA C753 “The
SUDS Manual” a SUDS Management Train
is proposed to ensure that the drainage
strategy mimics the natural catchment
of the site as closely as possible. This
SUDS Management Train includes three
key components: Pervious Surfaces;
Conveyance Swales; and a Detention
Basin. This strategy has been designed to
accord with the worst case scenario as
required by Policy GD3 of the NDP. A copy
of the propsoed drainage strategy is shown
overleaf.
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1.106 With regard to flood risk, the management
of storm water flows up to and including
the 1 in 100year storm (including a 30%
allowance for climate change) will be
based on 100% runoff from all proposed
impermeable areas, with a peak intensity
rainfall over a 30 minute period of 20mm
within the critical event duration. In addition,
the higher of either the rainfall assumptions
in the standard calculations or the maximum
rainfall recorded at the closest approved
weather station will be used in the drainage
calculations.
1.107 A detention basin is proposed in the southeastern corner of the site. This will retain
water in storm events and discharge in to
the stream. In addition a drainage ditch
is proposed along the western boundary
behind proposed garden fences. Swales are
also proposed within the open space to the
south of the site.
1.108 A Drainage Strategy will be submitted with
the planning application. This will also
include the operation and maintenance
tables, recommended by CIRIA C753, for
all sustainable drainage systems proposed
for the development. As such, the Drainage
Strategy is prepared to accord with Policy
GD3 of the NDP.

Clean Water
1.109 The Flow and Pressure report from Thames
Water confirms that the network has
sufficient spare capacity to supply upto 125
dwellings in the peak demand period.
1.110 This report is included within the Drainage
Strategy in accordance with Policies SDB1
and IS6 of the NDP.

Foul Water / Waste Water
1.111

A 225mm diameter pipe runs through
the Site from west to east and a 225mm
diameter pipe runs along The Street to the
north of the site. The site could connect
to either of these through provision of
additional on-site pumping stations as
shown in the illustrative layout plan.

1.112 In relation to waste water capacity, it is
noted that Policy IS6 of the NDP requires
a waste water drainage strategy to inform
the provision of adequate infrastructure
be prepared prior to the submission of a
planning application. It is understood that
this requirement stems from the comments
of Thames Water which form part of the
evidence base to the NDP.

1.113 During the consultation stage of the NDP,
Thames Water issued a statement raising
concerns regarding waste water services in
Mortimer and specifically the ability of the
network to support the demand anticipated
from new development. Thames Water
advised that drainage infrastructure is
likely to be required to ensure sufficient
capacity is brought forward ahead of
development. The comments went on to
state that Thames Water are likely to request
a Grampian planning condition to ensure the
infrastructure is in place ahead of occupation
of the development.
1.114 The Drainage Strategy for this application
provides details of the work that is ongoing
with Thames Water in relation to waste
water capacity in respect of this site. T A
Fisher have consulted with the Catchment
Planners at Thames Water and it has been
confirmed that there are concerns regarding
current waste water services in relation
to this site. Specifically, Thames Water
are concerned that the sewerage network
capacity in this area is unlikely to be able to
support the demand anticipated from this
development.
1.115 Therefore, T A Fisher has commissioned
Thames Water to complete an investigation
into the impact of the development by
means of a developer funded hydraulic
impact study to determine possible
connection points on the existing system, or
what upgrades to the existing network are
required, before the site can be connected
to it.

1.116 Whilst the requirement in Policy IS6 to
deal with waste water capacity prior to
submission of an application is noted,
this requirement is considered to be
unreasonable given that all Water utility
companies, including Thames Water,
have a legal obligation under Section 94 of
the Water Industries Act 1991 to provide
developers with the right to connect to a
public sewer regardless of capacity issues.
This, when read in conjunction with Section
91(1) of the Water Industries Act, means that
it would not be reasonable for the Council
to refuse to grant planning permission for
development on the grounds of capacity
issues even if no improvement works are
planned for a particular area. In summary,
the Water Industries Act specifically requires
Thames Water to accommodate new
development whatever the circumstances.
1.117

In this case, prior to submission of any
application T A Fisher have identified the
capacity issue in Mortimer and funded the
necessary impact study with Thames Water.
T A Fisher continue to liaise regularly with
Thames Water whilst the impact study is
ongoing, and this study will run in parallel
to the submission of an outline planning
application. The Parish Council will be kept
up to date regarding the study, and informed
once the study is completed and the
necessary improvements are known.

1.118 Given the above, and due to the legal right
to connect, it is expected that Thames
Water will seek to impose a Grampian style
planning condition on the outline planning
permission to allow for any existing capacity
to be considered and upgrading work
to be programmed. Such an approach
allows the Council to ensure any necessary
infrastructure upgrades are in place prior to
occupation of new development.
1.119 In conclusion, given this project is at outline
stage, the lead-in time for this development
is sufficient to enable the impact study to be
completed, and improvements undertaken
prior to any significant new development
coming on line. A typical Thames Water
Grampian condition along the following lines
is therefore expected:

“No dwelling hereby permitted shall
be occupied until works to improve the
existing public foul sewerage network so
that it is able to cope with the flows from
the proposed development have been
completed.”
1.120 This enables the development to accord
with Policy IS6 of the NDP and the objectives
of the NDP to ensure that adequate
infrastructure is provided to support new
development.
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INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT

NDP COMPLIANCE

Electricity
1.121

1.126 The proposal has had regard to all relevant
policies of the Development Plan, which
include those within the adopted West
Berkshire Core Strategy, the Housing Site
Allocations DPD and the Stratfield Mortimer
NDP, and to material considerations
including the National Planning Policy
Framework. The table adjacent identifies
the Policies of the Adopted Neighbourhood
Development Plan in particular and
indicates whether this Site Design Brief
has considered a particular policy. Where
a policy has been considered, a cross
references to the relevant section or page
number of the SDB is made as appropriate.

A High Voltage (HV) cable is located along The
Street. and Low Voltage (LV) cables are located
along The Street and along part of the eastern site
boundary. The residential areas east of the site are
served by LV and HV cables along The Avenue.
The development could connect to these with
agreement from SSE.

Gas
1.122 Southern Gas Networks (SGN) have a low
pressure 125mm PE gas main ocated in The
Street, at its junction with Hammonds Heath, to
the east of the site. SGN has confirmed that the
proposed development could be served via its
existing gas main network

BT Openreach
1.123 Underground cables are located within The Street
to the north of the site. The residential areas east
and west of the site are respectively served by
BT’s network on The Avenue and St. John’s Close.
1.124 BT have confirmed hat there is sufficient capacity
within the existing network to serve the scheme.
BT has been contacted regarding the broadband
speeds achievable through this development and
a Telecommunications Strategy will be submitted
with the Planning Application.
1.125 Virgin Media currently do not have any services
in proximity to the site.
Figure 2. Drainage Strategy Plan, produced by Stuart Michael Associates
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NDP POLICY
RS1
RS2
RS3
RS4
RS5
RS6
HD1
HD2
HD3
HD4
GD1
GD2
GD3
GD4
GD5
GD6
SDB1
SDB2
SDB3
SDB4
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
IS1
IS2
IS3
IS4
IS5
IS6
B1
B2
B3
GS1
GS2
GS3

COMPLIANCE

SDB REFERENCE

W
N/A
W
W
W
N/A
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
N/A

The site is located within the new Mortimer SPD
N/A
Compliance set out throughout SDB
See sections dealing with layout, design principles, density and landscaping
The site is on land to the south of St. Johns Infant School
N/A
Page 12 of the SDB
Page 12 of the SDB
Page 12 of the SDB
Considered throughout the SDB but in particular page 23
BFL - Pages 6 and 7, Amenity – Considered throughout the SDB,
SDB – Met through this document
Considered throughout the SDB but in particular page 25
Pages 33, 34 and 35
Page 29
Pages 22 and 23
Pages 31 and 32
Considered throughout the SDB
Considered throughout the SDB but in particular pages 22-26
Considered throughout the SDB
Considered throughout the SDB
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Pages 33, 34 and 35
N/A
N/A
N/A
Pages 33, 34 and 35
Pages 33, 34 and 35
Page 32
Page 32
Page 32
N/A
Page 28
Page 27

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

W
N/A
N/A
N/A

W
W
W
W
W
N/A
W
W
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